Beyond Greek The Beginnings Of Latin Literature
Yeah, reviewing a books Beyond Greek The Beginnings Of Latin Literature could mount up your close associates listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, achievement does not suggest that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as pact even more than further will manage to pay for each success. next-door to, the broadcast as without
difficulty as perception of this Beyond Greek The Beginnings Of Latin Literature can be taken as well as picked to act.

I, the Poet Kathleen McCarthy 2019-10-15 First-person poetry is a familiar genre in Latin literature. Propertius, Catullus, and Horace deployed
the first-person speaker in a variety of ways that either bolster or undermine the link between this figure and the poet himself. In I, the Poet,
Kathleen McCarthy offers a new approach to understanding the ubiquitous use of a first-person voice in Augustan-age poetry, taking on several
of the central debates in the field of Latin literary studies—including the inheritance of the Greek tradition, the shift from oral performance to
written collections, and the status of the poetic "I-voice." In light of her own experience as a twenty-first century reader, for whom Latin poetry is
meaningful across a great gulf of linguistic, cultural, and historical distances, McCarthy positions these poets as the self-conscious readers of and
heirs to a long tradition of Greek poetry, which prompted them to explore radical forms of communication through the poetic form. Informed in
part by the "New Lyric Studies," I, the Poet will appeal not only to scholars of Latin literature but to readers across a range of literary studies who
seek to understand the Roman contexts which shaped canonical poetic genres.
Greek Lyric of the Archaic and Classical Periods David Fearn 2020-01-20 What is distinctive about Greek lyric? How should we conceptualize it
in relation to literature, song, music, rhetoric, history? This discussion investigates such questions, analysing a range of influential methodologies
that have shaped the recent history of the field.
Plautus: Pseudolus David Christenson 2020-06-30 Pseudolus of all Plautus' comedies most fully reveals its author's metapoetics. As its
eponymous clever slave telegraphs his every move to spectators, Pseudolus highlights the aesthetic, social, and performative priorities of
Plautine comedy: brilliant linguistic play, creative appropriation of comic tradition, interrogation of convention and social norms, the projection of
an air of improvisation and a fresh comic universe, and exploration of dramatic mimesis itself. The extensive Introduction analyses Plautus'
delightful comedy as a stage-performance, the comic playwright's translation and adaptation practices, his innovative deployment of language
and metrical and musical virtuosity, as well as the play's transmission and reception. In addition to detailed elucidation of the Latin text, the
Commentary examines Pseudolus as a lens into Roman slave society at the time of its debut at the Megalensian festival of 191 BCE. The edition
engages throughout with current criticism and issues of interest to both students and scholars.
In Search of the Romans (Second Edition) James Renshaw 2019-12-12 In Search of the Romans is a lively and informative introduction to
ancient Rome. Making extensive use of ancient sources and copiously illustrated with photographs, drawings, maps and plans, now for the first
time in colour, its opening two chapters guide the reader through the events of Roman history, from the foundation of the city to the fall of the
empire. Subsequent chapters introduce the most important aspects of the Roman world: the army and the provinces, religion, society, and
entertainment; the final two chapters focus on Pompeii and Herculaneum, the two cities destroyed by Vesuvius. New to this edition are sections
on the Augustan principate, on the Roman army, on life in the provinces and on engineering innovations, while the existing text is revised
throughout. The narrative includes descriptions of many individuals from the Roman world, drawn from a variety of social settings. Activity boxes
and further reading lists throughout each chapter aid students' understanding of the subject. Review questions challenge students to read further
and reflect on some of the most important social, political and cultural issues of ancient Rome, as well as to compare them with those of their
own society. The new edition is supported by a website that includes images, maps and timelines, further reading and related links.
Intertextuality in Flavian Epic Poetry Neil Coffee 2019-12-16 This collection of essays reaffirms the central importance of adopting an intertextual
approach to the study of Flavian epic poetry and shows, despite all that has been achieved, just how much still remains to be done on the topic.
Most of the contributions are written by scholars who have already made major contributions to the field, and taken together they offer a set of
state of the art contributions on individual topics, a general survey of trends in recent scholarship, and a vision of at least some of the paths work
is likely to follow in the years ahead. In addition, there is a particular focus on recent developments in digital search techniques and the influence
they are likely to have on all future work in the study of the fundamentally intertextual nature of Latin poetry and on the writing of literary history
more generally.
Beyond Greek Denis Feeney 2016-01-01 Ancient Roman authors are firmly established in the Western canon, and yet the birth of Latin literature
was far from inevitable. The cultural flourishing that eventually produced the Latin classics was one of the strangest events in history, as Denis
Feeney demonstrates in this bold revision.
Old Age in Greek and Latin Literature Thomas M. Falkner 1989-01-01 This volume explores the significance of old age in Greek and Latin poetry
and dramatic literature, not just in relation to other textual and historical concerns, but as a cultural and intellectual reality of central importance to
understanding the works themselves. The book discusses a wide range of authors, from Homer to Aristophanes, Sophocles, and Euripides; from
Horace to Vergil, Ovid, and beyond. Classical scholarship on these texts is enriched by a variety of interdisciplinary perspectives drawn from
such fields as anthropology, social history, literary theory, psychology, and gerontology. The contributions examine the many and complex
representations of old age in classical literature: their relation to the social and psychological realities of old age, their connection with the
author's own place in the human life course, their metaphorical and symbolic capacity as poetic vehicles for social and ethical values.
Early Latin Poetry Jackie Elliott 2022-04-04 This study offers an introduction to the fragmentary record of early Roman poetry. In focus are the
contexts, practitioners, and reception of early Roman drama (excluding comedy), epic, and satire, along with the challenges which our evidence
for these entails.
A Cultural History of Tragedy in Antiquity Emily Wilson 2021-05-20 In this volume, tragedy in antiquity is examined synoptically, from its misty
origins in archaic Greece, through its central position in the civic life of ancient Athens and its performances across the Greek-speaking world, to
its new and very different instantiations in Republican and Imperial Roman contexts. Lively, original essays by eminent scholars trace the shifting
dramatic forms, performance environments, and social meanings of tragedy as it was repeatedly reinvented. Tragedy was consistently seen as
the most serious of all dramatic genres; these essays trace a sequence of different visions of what the most serious kind of dramatic story might
be, and the most appropriate ways of telling those stories on stage. Each chapter takes a different theme as its focus: forms and media; sites of
performance and circulation; communities of production and consumption; philosophy and social theory; religion, ritual, and myth; politics of city
and nation; society and family, and gender and sexuality.
Time in Ancient Stories of Origin Anke Walter 2020-06-29 Greek and Roman stories of origin, or aetia, provide a fascinating window onto ancient
conceptions of time. Aetia pervade ancient literature at all its stages, and connect the past with the present by telling us which aspects of the past
survive "even now" or "ever since then". Yet, while the standard aetiological formulae remain surprisingly stable over time, the understanding of
time that lies behind stories of origin undergoes profound changes. By studying a broad range of texts and by closely examining select stories of
origin from archaic Greece, Hellenistic Greece, Augustan Rome, and early Christian literature, Time in Ancient Stories of Origin traces the

changing forms of stories of origin and the underlying changing attitudes to time: to the interaction of the time of gods and men, to historical time,
to change and continuity, as well as to a time beyond the present one. Walter provides a model of how to analyse the temporal construction of
aetia, by combining close attention to detail with a view towards the larger temporal agenda of each work. In the process, new insights are
provided both into some of the best-known aetiological works of antiquity (e.g. by Hesiod, Callimachus, Vergil, Ovid) and lesser-known works
(e.g. Ephorus, Prudentius, Orosius). This volume shows that aetia do not merely convey factual information about the continuity of the past, but
implicate the present in ever new complex messages about time.
A Social and Cultural History of Republican Rome Eric Orlin 2021-11-09 Provides students with a balanced understanding of the key aspects of
the culture and society of the Roman Republic A Social and Cultural History of Republican Rome is the first undergraduate textbook of its kind to
concentrate on the ways Roman societal structures, family dynamics, visual arts, law, religion, and other cultural and intellectual developments
contributed to Roman identity between 509 BCE and 14 CE. Drawing from a diverse range of archaeological, epigraphic, and literary sources,
author Eric M. Orlin provides insight into the socio-cultural and intellectual issues that shaped both the Roman Republic and the wider
Mediterranean world. Thematically organized chapters address the practice of politics in the Roman Republic, explain the concept of patronage
and the distinctions between patricians and plebeians, examine the impact of the army and militarism on Roman society, discuss the ties
between Roman religion and the Roman state, and more. Chapters include maps, charts, images, and links to further readings in ancient sources
and modern scholarship. Throughout the text, discussion of several recurring themes connects individual chapters while helping students
critically engage the material. A Social and Cultural History of Republican Rome: Focuses on themes other than politics and the military, such as
the position and role of women in the Roman family, the foundation of the Roman legal system, and the topography and growth of the city of
Rome Introduces the basic materials available for the study of the Roman Republic, including written, architectural, and numismatic sources
Features a brief narrative history of the Roman Republic and an overview of the text’s methodological framework Establishes key points of
discussion for students, using comparisons between Roman society and our modern-day world Encourages students to critically examine the
problems and issues raised by the material Covering topics in Roman history that are frequently neglected in undergraduate classrooms, A
Social and Cultural History of Republican Rome is an excellent primary or supplementary textbook for courses on the Roman Republic as well as
broader Roman history classes that incorporate socio-cultural issues.
The Cambridge Companion to Roman Comedy Martin T. Dinter 2019-04-04 Provides a comprehensive critical engagement with Roman comedy
and its reception presented by leading international scholars in accessible and up-to-date chapters.
How Literatures Begin Joel B. Lande 2021-07-20 "The emergence of a literature in any language is an improbable and complex historical
achievement. In fact, many known languages throughout history did not develop writing, let alone a literature. This book, a collectively written
early history of different literary traditions across the globe and through time, presents a global, comparative account of literary origins spanning
the Mediterranean, Asia, Europe, Africa, and the Americas. Seventeen chapters, each written by a scholar with expertise in a particular language
and literature, trace the creation of writing and its interaction with oral practices, the rise of print circulation, the passage from sacred to secular
writing and reading practices, the use of cultural models, the role of translation, and related issues as they apply to the emergence of literature.
The contributions explore the historical context as well as the practices, technologies, and institutions that encouraged the emergence of distinct
literatures, from classical Chinese and the resultant establishment of Japanese and Korean traditions, to the advent of Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
and other literatures of the Mediterranean; the birth of European vernaculars against the cosmopolitan backdrop of post-classical Latin; and the
later development of African American and Latin American literatures under conditions of colonial expansion and racial oppression. The volume
is designed to enable readers to better understand the similarities as well as the differences in the origins of major and enduring literatures
across time"-Greek Tragic Women on Shakespearean Stages Tanya Pollard 2017-09-15 Greek Tragic Women on Shakespearean Stages argues that ancient
Greek plays exerted a powerful and uncharted influence on early modern England's dramatic landscape. Drawing on original research to
challenge longstanding assumptions about Greek texts' invisibility, the book shows not only that the plays were more prominent than we have
believed, but that early modern readers and audiences responded powerfully to specific plays and themes. The Greek plays most popular in the
period were not male-centered dramas such as Sophocles' Oedipus, but tragedies by Euripides that focused on raging bereaved mothers and
sacrificial virgin daughters, especially Hecuba and Iphigenia. Because tragedy was firmly linked with its Greek origin in the period's writings,
these iconic female figures acquired a privileged status as synecdoches for the tragic theater and its ability to conjure sympathetic emotions in
audiences. When Hamlet reflects on the moving power of tragic performance, he turns to the most prominent of these figures: 'What's Hecuba to
him, or he to Hecuba/ That he should weep for her?' Through readings of plays by Shakespeare and his contemporary dramatists, this book
argues that newly visible Greek plays, identified with the origins of theatrical performance and represented by passionate female figures,
challenged early modern writers to reimagine the affective possibilities of tragedy, comedy, and the emerging genre of tragicomedy.
Terence: The Girl from Andros Peter Brown 2019-06-13 The Girl from Andros was the first play of the brilliant but short-lived Roman comic
playwright Terence and shows him as already a master dramatist. It is based on two plays (both now lost) by the Greek playwright Menander and
was first put on in Rome in 166 BCE. The main focus of interest is the plotting and counter-plotting of a devious master and his equally devious
slave, but there are also two boys both in danger of losing the girls they love, and a girl in search of the family from which she has long been
separated – typical ingredients of a Latin comedy. The play is a theatrical tour de force with many comic highlights and is enlivened by a
succession of metatheatrical remarks; but it also provokes thought on various aspects of human relationships in a male-dominated, slave-owning
society that jealously guards its rights of citizenship. It was the first ancient Latin comedy to be performed in the Renaissance and influenced a
number of plays in succeeding centuries, most notably Richard Steele’s The Conscious Lovers (1722); it was also the inspiration for Thornton
Wilder’s novel The Woman of Andros (1930). This volume includes the first detailed commentary on the play in any language for nearly sixty
years.
Rome Greg Woolf 2021-07-15 Rome in the archaic age was a minor satellite between the Etruscan and Greek world. This book traces the
expansion of Roman influence first within Italy, then around the Mediterranean world and finally, at breakneck speed, deep into Europe, out to the
Atlantic, along the edge of the Sahara and down the Red Sea. But there had been other empires that had expanded rapidily: what made Rome
remarkable was that it managed to sustain its position for so long. Rome's Fall poses less of a mystery than its survival. Understanding how this
happens involves understanding the building blocks of imperial society -- slavery, cities, the economy -- and also the chaotic narrative of growth,
civil war, stability, near disaster and then a managed downsizing. Rome. An empire's story tells the story of Rome in chapters that alternate with
examination of key features of Roman society. This new edition is based on the very latest research, including studies of climate change and
ecology, and deals at greater length than the first edition did with the later Roman empire, and with the material culture of empire.
Ancient Greek Literature and the Foreign Efi Papadodima 2022-02-21 Within the frame of the sub-series Athenian Dialogues, this volume
comprises a selected number of talks delivered at the annual Seminar of the Research Centre for Greek and Latin Literature of the Academy of
Athens 2018-2019 on the broad topic of Ancient Greek Literature and the Foreign. The volume aims at building on the ongoing dialogue on the
par excellence intricate, as well as timely issues of "ethnicity," identity, and identification, as represented in ancient Greek (and, secondarily,
Roman) literature. This is certainly a richly researched field, which extends to interdisciplinary areas of inquiry, namely those of classical studies,
archaeology, ancient history, sociology, and anthropology. It is this interdisciplinary scope that makes the subject all the more relevant and
worthy of investigation. The volume ultimately highlights new or under-researched aspects of the broad theme of ancient inter-cultural relations,
which could in their turn lead to more detailed or more specified inquiries on this ever relevant and important, as well as universal, topic. Through
the contributions of expert scholars on these areas of inquiry (Konstan, Lefkowitz, Paschalis, Seaford, Thomas, Vasounia, Vlassopoulos), the

volume: (1) revisits key themes and aspects of the ancient Greek world's diverse forms of contact with foreign peoples and civilizations, (2) lays
forth new data about specific such contacts and encounters or (3) formulates new questions about the very texture and essence of the theme of
inter-cultural relations and forms of communication. More specifically, the volume addresses the following themes: the overarching role and
function of the barbarian repertoire in Greek literature and culture, which certainly call for further theoretical investigation (Vlassopoulos); the
highly popular but actually controversial theme of xenia in the Homeric epics and in archaic thought (Konstan); the intricate, intriguing role of the
Foreigner as a focus for civic unity (Seaford); the role of the enigmatic figure of Dionysus from Greece to India (Vasunia); the representation of
barbarians in Euripidean tragedy, and more specifically the portrayal of the controversial Phrygian slave in Euripides' Orestes (Lefkowitz); the
meaningful changes in the representation of the arch-enemy, the Persians, across the late 5th and 4th century prose (Thomas); the adventures
of Europa's legendary abduction from Moschus to Nonnus, along with its implications for the understanding of the division and animosity between
the two continents, (future) Europe and Asia (Paschalis). The volume ultimately covers a wide range of ancient sources (literary and material,
from Homer up to Nonnus) that delve into the interaction of ancient Greek civilization with foreign civilizations. It thus highlights new aspects of
the diverse forms of contact of the Greek world with foreign civilizations and elements, both in terms of geography and particular seminal
"mythical" or historical figures and forces (e.g. India and the "mysterious" Dionysus, as well as the emblematic Greek antagonist of the classical
and post-classical era, i.e. the Persian Empire) and in terms of particular literary themes and motifs (e.g. the abduction of Europa).
Explorations in Latin Literature: Volume 2, Elegy, Lyric and Other Topics Denis Feeney 2021-06-30 Denis Feeney is one of the most
distinguished scholars of Latin literature and Roman culture in the world of the last half-century. These two volumes conveniently collect and
present afresh all his major papers, covering a wide range of topics and interests. Ancient epic is a major focus, followed by Latin lyric,
historiography and elegy. Ancient literary criticism and the technology of the book are recurrent themes. Many papers address the problems of
literary responses to religion and ritual, with an interdisciplinary methodology drawing on comparative anthropology and religion. The transition
from Republic to Empire and the emergence of the Augustan principate form the background to the majority of the papers, and the question of
how literary texts are to be read in historical context is addressed throughout. All quotations from ancient and modern languages have now been
translated and Stephen Hinds has contributed a foreword.
Language Contact, Colonial Administration, and the Construction of Identity in Ancient Israel Samuel L. Boyd 2021-02-15 In Language Contact,
Colonial Administration, and the Construction of Identity in Ancient Israel, Boyd offers the first book-length incorporation of language contact
theory with data from the Bible. It allows for a reexamination of the nature of contact between biblical authors and the Assyrian, Babylonian, and
Achaemenid empires.
Roman Law and Latin Literature 2022-04-07 This volume offers a long overdue appraisal of the dynamic interactions between Roman law and
Latin literature. Despite there being periods of massive tectonic shifts in the legal and literary landscapes, the Republic and Empire of Rome have
not until now been the focus of interdisciplinary study in this field. This volume brings vital new material to the attention of the law and literature
movement. An interdisciplinary approach is at the heart of this volume: specialists in Roman law rarely engage in constructive dialogue with
specialists in Latin literature and vice versa but this volume bridges that divide. It shows how literary scholars are eager to examine the
importance of law in literature or the juridical nature of Latin literature, while Romanists are ready to embrace the interactions between literary
and legal discourse. This collection capitalizes on the opportunity to open a fruitful dialogue between scholars of Latin literature and Roman law
and thus makes a major, much-needed contribution to the growing field of law and literature.
Explorations in Latin Literature 2 Hardback Volume Set Denis Feeney 2021-04-30
Text and Intertext in Greek Epic and Drama Jonathan J. Price 2020-07-20 This collection presents 19 interconnected studies on the language,
history, exegesis, and cultural setting of Greek epic and dramatic poetic texts ("Text") and their afterlives ("Intertext") in Antiquity. Spanning texts
from Hittite archives to Homer to Greek tragedy and comedy to Vergil to Celsus, the studies here were all written by friends and colleagues of
Margalit Finkelberg who are experts in their particular fields, and who have all been influenced by her work. The papers offer close readings of
individual lines and discussion of widespread cultural phenomena. Readers will encounter Hittite precedents to the Homeric poems, characters in
ancient epic analysed by modern cognitive theory, the use of Homer in Christian polemic, tragic themes of love and murder, a history of the
Sphinx, and more. Text and Intertext in Greek Epic and Drama offers a selection of fascinating essays exploring Greek epic, drama, and their
reception and adaption by other ancient authors, and will be of interest to anyone working on Greek literature.
Writing Exile Jan Felix Gaertner 2007 The volume explores how Greek and Latin authors perceive and present their own (real or metaphorical)
exile and employ exile as a powerful trope to express estrangement, elicit readerly sympathy, and question political power structures.
Klassieke literatuur Jacqueline Klooster 2017-02-24 Waarom spreken de klassieke teksten van Homerus, Sappho, Plato, Vergilius en anderen
ons nog altijd zo aan? Hoe, waarom en wanneer werden deze meesterwerken geschreven, en hoe kan het dat we ze nog altijd lezen? In dit
boekje stelt Jacqueline Klooster de literatuur van de klassieke Oudheid (zowel Grieks als Romeins) op inzichtelijke manier en in kort bestek aan
de moderne lezer voor. Van het Homerisch Epos tot de laatste heidense keizer Julianus vormt deze literatuurgeschiedenis niet alleen een
fascinerend verhaal op zichzelf, maar ook de basis van een millennia lange culturele traditie. Daarom worden hier niet alleen individuele auteurs
en werken uitgelicht, maar gaat de auteur ook in op de manier waarop de literaire traditie van de oudheid door imitatie en innovatie steeds nieuw
leven ingeblazen kreeg-en nog altijd krijgt in de vorm van literaire perceptie.
Generic Interfaces in Latin Literature Theodore D. Papanghelis 2013-03-22 Neither older empiricist positions that genre is an abstract concept,
useless for the study of individual works of literature, nor the recent (post) modern reluctance to subject literary production to any kind of
classification seem to have stilled the discussion on the various aspects of genre in classical literature. Having moved from more or less
essentialist and/or prescriptive positions towards a more dynamic conception of the generic model, research on genre is currently considering
"pushing beyond the boundaries", "impurity", "instability", "enrichment" and "genre-bending". The aim of this volume is to raise questions of such
generic mobility in Latin literature. The papers explore ways in which works assigned to a particular generic area play host to formal and
substantive elements associated with different or even opposing genres; assess literary works which seem to challenge perceived generic
norms; highlight, along the literary-historical, the ideological and political backgrounds to "dislocations" of the generic map.
The Oxford Handbook of Andrew Marvell Martin Dzelzainis 2019-03-28 The Oxford Handbook of Andrew Marvell is the most comprehensive and
informative collection of essays ever assembled dealing with the life and writings of the poet and politician Andrew Marvell (1621-78). Like his
friend and colleague John Milton, Marvell is now seen as a dominant figure in the literary landscape of the mid-seventeenth century, producing a
stunning oeuvre of poetry and prose either side of the Restoration. In the 1640s and 1650s he was the author of hypercanonical lyrics like 'To His
Coy Mistress' and 'The Garden' as well as three epoch-defining poems about Oliver Cromwell. After 1660 he virtually invented the verse genre of
state satire as well as becoming the most influential prose satirist of the day—in the process forging a long-lived reputation as an incorruptible
patriot. Although Marvell himself was an intensely private and self-contained character, whose literary, religious, and political commitments are
notoriously difficult to discern, the interdisciplinary contributions by an array of experts in the fields of seventeenth-century literature, history, and
politics gathered together in the Handbook constitute a decisive step forward in our understanding of him. They offer a fully-rounded account of
his life and writings, individual readings of his key works, considerations of his relations with his major contemporaries, and surveys of his rich
and varied afterlives. Informed by the wealth of editorial and biographical work on Marvell that has been produced in the last twenty years, the
volume is both a conspectus of the state of the art in Marvell studies and the springboard for future research.
Cassandra and the Poetics of Prophecy in Greek and Latin Literature Emily Pillinger 2019-03-31 Using insights from translation theory, this book
uncovers the value of female prophets' riddling prophecies in Greek and Latin poetry.
Concepts and Functions of Philhellenism Martin Vöhler 2021-01-18 Key aspects of philhellenism – political self-determination, freedom, beauty,

individual greatness – originate in antiquity and present a complex reception history. The force of European philhellenism derives from ancient
Roman idealizations, which have been drawn on by European movements since the Enlightenment. How is philhellenism able to transcend
national, cultural and epochal limits? The articles collected in this volume deal with (1) the ancient conceptualization of philhellenism, (2) the
actualization and politicization of the term at the time of the European Restoration (1815–30), and (3) the transformation of philhellenism into a
pan-European movement. During the Greek struggle for independence the different receptions of philhellenism regain a common focus;
philhellenism becomes an inextricable element in the creation of a pan-European identity and a starting point for the regeneration and
modernization of Greece. – It is easy to criticize the tradition of philhellenism as being simplistic, naïve, and self-serving, but there is an
irreducibly utopian element in later philhellenic idealizations of ancient Greece.
Augustan Poetry. New Trends and Revaluations Paulo Martins 2018-12-31
Roman Comedy Gesine Manuwald 2020-04-28 This contribution by Gesine Manuwald provides an introduction to all varieties of ‘Roman
comedy’, including primarily fabula palliata (‘New Comedy’, as represented by Plautus and Terence) as well as fabula togata, fabula Atellana,
mimus and pantomimus.
A Companion to Plautus Dorota Dutsch 2020-02-25 An important addition to contemporary scholarship on Plautus and Plautine comedy,
provides new essays and fresh insights from leading scholars A Companion to Plautus is a collection of original essays on the celebrated Old
Latin period playwright. A brilliant comic poet, Plautus moved beyond writing Latin versions of Greek plays to create a uniquely Roman cultural
experience worthy of contemporary scholarship. Contributions by a team of international scholars explore the theatrical background of Roman
comedy, the theory and practice of Plautus’ dramatic composition, the relation of Plautus’ works to Roman social history, and his influence on
later dramatists through the centuries. Responding to renewed modern interest in Plautine studies, the Companion reassesses Plautus’
works—plays that are meant to be viewed and experienced—to reveal new meaning and contemporary relevance. Chapters organized
thematically offer multiple perspectives on individual plays and enable readers to gain a deeper understanding of Plautus’ reflection of, and
influence on Roman society. Topics include metatheater and improvisation in Plautus, the textual tradition of Plautus, trends in Plautus
Translation, and modern reception in theater and movies. Exploring the place of Plautus and Plautine comedy in the Western comic tradition, the
Companion: Addresses the most recent trends in the study of Roman comedy Features discussions on religion, imperialism, slavery, war, class,
gender, and sexuality in Plautus’ work Highlights recent scholarship on representation of socially vulnerable characters Discusses Plautus’ work
in relation to Roman stages, actors, audience, and culture Examines the plot construction, characterization, and comic techniques in Plautus’
scripts Part of the acclaimed Blackwell Companions to the Ancient World series, A Companion to Plautus is an important resource for scholars,
instructors, and students of both ancient and modern drama, comparative literature, classics, and history, particularly Roman history.
Lists and Catalogues in Ancient Literature and Beyond Rebecca Laemmle 2021-02-22 Lists and catalogues have been en vogue in philosophy,
cultural, media and literary studies for more than a decade. These explorations of enumerative modes, however, have not yet had the impact on
classical scholarship that they deserve. While they routinely take (a limited set of) ancient models as their starting point, there is no comparably
comprehensive study that focuses on antiquity; conversely, studies on lists and catalogues in Classics remain largely limited to individual texts,
and – with some notable exceptions – offer little in terms of explicit theorising. The present volume is an attempt to close this gap and foster the
dialogue between the recent theoretical re-appraisal of enumerative modes and scholarship on ancient cultures. The 16 contributions to the
volume juxtapose literary forms of enumeration with an abundance of ancient non-, sub- or para-literary practices of listing and cataloguing. In
their different approaches to this vast and heterogenous corpus, they offer a sense of the hermeneutic, epistemic and methodological challenges
with which the study of enumeration is faced, and elucidate how pragmatics, materiality, performativity and aesthetics are mediated in lists and
catalogues.
Beyond Greek Denis Feeney 2016 Ancient Roman authors are firmly established in the Western canon, and yet the birth of Latin literature was
far from inevitable. The cultural flourishing that eventually produced the Latin classics was one of the strangest events in history, as Denis
Feeney demonstrates in this bold revision.
A History of the Roman People Celia E. Schultz 2019-04-03 A History of the Roman People offers students a comprehensive, up-to-date,
readable introduction to the whole span of Roman history. Richly illustrated, this fully updated volume takes readers through the mists of Roman
prehistory and a survey of the peoples of pre-Roman Italy to a balanced, thoughtful account of the complexities of the Roman Republic, its
evolution into a full-fledged empire, and its ultimate decline. This latest edition enhances the political narrative with explorations of elements of
daily life in the Roman world. New features in this edition include: Addition of boxes that expand on interesting elements of Roman culture
mentioned only in passing in the main text. The visual arrangement of the text helps students bear in mind what is supplemental to the central
narrative Increased emphasis on the contributions of women to Roman society and in religious matters Incorporation of recent archaeological
finds and current debates A History of the Roman People is an excellent introduction for those with no background in Roman history. Its clear,
accessible language makes it perfect for undergraduate readers in courses on Roman history and Roman culture. More experienced students
wanting to expand their knowledge will also find it a rich resource for the full sweep of Roman antiquity.
The Oxford Handbook of Byzantine Literature Stratis Papaioannou 2021-05-18 This volume, the first ever of its kind in English, introduces and
surveys Greek literature in Byzantium (330 - 1453 CE). In twenty-five chapters composed by leading specialists, The Oxford Handbook of
Byzantine Literature surveys the immense body of Greek literature produced from the fourth to the fifteenth century CE and advances a nuanced
understanding of what "literature" was in Byzantium. This volume is structured in four sections. The first, "Materials, Norms, Codes," presents
basic structures for understanding the history of Byzantine literature like language, manuscript book culture, theories of literature, and systems of
textual memory. The second, "Forms," deals with the how Byzantine literature works: oral discourse and "text"; storytelling; rhetoric; re-writing;
verse; and song. The third section ("Agents") focuses on the creators of Byzantine literature, both its producers and its recipients. The final
section, entitled "Translation, Transmission, Edition," surveys the three main ways by which we access Byzantine Greek literature today:
translations into other Byzantine languages during Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages; Byzantine and post-Byzantine manuscripts; and modern
printed editions. The volume concludes with an essay that offers a view of the recent past--as well as the likely future--of Byzantine literary
studies.
Scale, Space and Canon in Ancient Literary Culture Reviel Netz 2020-02-20 Greek culture matters because its unique pluralistic debate shaped
modern discourses. This ground-breaking book explains this feature by retelling the history of ancient literary culture through the lenses of canon,
space and scale. It proceeds from the invention of the performative 'author' in the archaic symposium through the 'polis of letters' enabled by
Athenian democracy and into the Hellenistic era, where one's space mattered and culture became bifurcated between Athens and Alexandria.
This duality was reconfigured into an eclectic variety consumed by Roman patrons and predicated on scale, with about a thousand authors active
at any given moment. As patronage dried up in the third century CE, scale collapsed and literary culture was reduced to the teaching of a
narrower field of authors, paving the way for the Middle Ages. The result is a new history of ancient culture which is sociological, quantitative, and
all-encompassing, cutting through eras and genres.
Beyond Tribadism Jennifer Helen Oliver 2011
Characterizing Old Greek Deuteronomy as an Ancient Translation Jean Maurais 2022-06-27 In this monograph, Jean Maurais applies recent
developments in Translation Studies to the study of Septuagint translations in order to develop a framework appropriate to the characterization of
Old Greek Deuteronomy as a translation and as a literary artifact.
The Origin of Empire David Potter 2019-06-03 Starting with the Roman army’s first foray beyond its borders and ending with Hadrian’s death
(138 CE), David Potter’s panorama of the early Empire recounts the wars, leaders and social transformations that lay the foundations of imperial

success. As today’s parallels reveal, the Romans have much to teach us about power, governance and leadership.
Explorations in Latin Literature: Volume 1, Epic, Historiography, Religion Denis Feeney 2021-06-30 Denis Feeney is one of the most
distinguished scholars of Latin literature and Roman culture in the world of the last half-century. These two volumes conveniently collect and
present afresh all his major papers, covering a wide range of topics and interests. Ancient epic is a major focus, followed by Latin lyric,
historiography and elegy. Ancient literary criticism and the technology of the book are recurrent themes. Many papers address the problems of
literary responses to religion and ritual, with an interdisciplinary methodology drawing on comparative anthropology and religion. The transition
from Republic to Empire and the emergence of the Augustan principate form the background to the majority of the papers, and the question of
how literary texts are to be read in historical context is addressed throughout. All quotations from ancient and modern languages have now been
translated and Stephen Hinds has contributed a foreword.
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